
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Emerging author J.P. Coleman publishes a collection of short stories title Isolative Stories 
at Smashwords.com 
 

NOW AVAILIABLE FOR REVIEW 
 

Edwardsville, IL., January 24, 2021 - J.P. Coleman announces Isolative Stories, a new collection 
of short stories written during pandemic isolation. Ranging from romance to existential horror, 
this collection will release on Smashwords for $1.99 on February 12th, 2021. 
 
“The Room” is a short existential story opening the collection. With the unnamed protagonist 
trapped by a duplicitously calm sounding force, they push the boundaries of the room itself while 
attempting to maintain themselves in captivity. 
 
“Cabot’s Cellar” is the horrific tale of Jase, a journalist intern currently recovering from an 
addiction while attempting to expose their neighbor Cabot’s peeping tom tendencies. They find a 
little more than just some raw evidence in the cellar. 
 
In “Stimulus” an unnamed call person protagonist avoids the frustrations of today’s client while 
dealing with the overwhelming of input from the surrounding room. 

“In the Pub” is an LGBT romance of sidelong glances, small touches, and light flirtation between 
the lodgers Alan and Thom. Unwittingly attracted to the younger man’s politely irritable nature, 
Alan spends a full winter’s stay at an old public house just to keep the conversation going. 

J.P. “Bodhi” Coleman is a Novelist focusing on epic fantasy, sword and sorcery, neo-noir, 
LGBTQIA+ romance, and horror stories. He is pursuing a BFA in Creative Writing from Full 
Sail University while participating in the university’s Creative Writing Club. Currently heading 
the narrative game podcast TaleTop, he’s rarely had a hobby that wasn’t telling stories. Whether 
they were tall tales, campfire fables, or small-scale pulp rags, he never kept his mouth shut or 
hand still. He also tends towards veganism and likes really bad movies from the seventies. 
 
 
Contact: 
J.P Coleman 
Jpskweres@student.fullsail.edu 
527 N Buchanan St. 
Edwardsville, IL, 62025 
(618) 791-9921 
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